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Abstract. We propose a new technique for the static analysis of concurrent pro-
grams comprised of multiple threads. In general, the problem is known to be
undecidable even for programs with only two threads but where the threads com-
municate using CCS-style pairwise rendezvous [10]. However, in practice, a large
fraction of concurrent programs can either be directly modeled as threads com-
municating solely using locks or can be reduced to such systems either by ap-
plying standard abstract interpretation techniques or by exploiting separation of
control from data. For such a framework, we show that for the commonly oc-
curring case of threads with nested access to locks, the problem is efficiently
decidable. Our technique involves reducing the analysis ofa concurrent program
with multiple threads to individually analyzing augmentedversions of the given
threads. Thus not only yields decidability but also avoids construction of the state
space of the concurrent program at hand and thus bypasses thestate explosion
problem making our technique scalable. We go on to show that for programs
with threads that have non-nested access to locks, the static analysis problem for
programs with even two threads becomes undecidable even forreachability, thus
sharpening the result of [10]. As a case study, we consider the Daisy file system
[1] which is a benchmark for analyzing the efficacy of different methodologies
for debugging concurrent programs and show the existence ofseveral bugs.

1 Introduction
Multi-threading is a standard way of enhancing performanceby exploiting parallelism
among the different components of a computer system. As a result the use of concurrent
multi-threaded programs is becoming pervasive. Examples include operating systems,
databases and embedded systems particularly for cellular phones. This necessitates the
development of new methodologies to debug such systems especially since existing
techniques for debugging sequential programs are inadequate in handling concurrent
programs. The key reason for that is the presence of many possible interleavings among
the local operations of individual threads giving rise to subtle unintended behaviors.
This makes multi-threaded software behaviorally complex and hard to analyze thus
requiring the use of formal methods for their validation.

One of the most widely used techniques in the validation of sequential programs
is dataflow analysis [11] which can essentially be looked upon as a combination of
abstract interpretation and model checking [12]. Here, abstract interpretation is used to
get a finite representation of the control part of the programwhile recursion is modeled
using a stack. Pushdown systems (PDSs) provide a natural framework to model such
abstractly interpreted structures. A PDS has a finite control part corresponding to the



valuation of the variables of the program and a stack which provides a means to model
recursion. Dataflow analysis then exploits the fact that themodel checking problem for
PDSs is decidable for very expressive classes of properties- both linear and branching
time (cf. [2, 15]).

Following data-flow analysis for sequential programs, we model a multi-threaded
program as a system comprised of multiple pushdown systems interacting with each
other using a communication mechanism like a shared variable or a synchronization
primitive1. While for a single PDS the model checking problem is efficiently decidable
for very expressive logics, it was shown in [10] that even simple properties like reacha-
bility become undecidable even for systems with only two threads but where the threads
communicate using CCS-style pairwise rendezvous.

However, in a large fraction of real-world concurrent software used, for example,
in file systems, databases or device drivers, the key issue isto resolve conflicts between
different threads competing for access to shared resources. Conflicts are typically re-
solved using locks which allow mutually exclusive access toa shared resource. Before
a thread can have access to a shared resource it has to acquirethe lock associated with
that resource which is released after executing all the intended operations. For such
software, the interaction between concurrently executingthreads is very limited mak-
ing them loosely coupled. For instance, in a standard file system the control flow in the
implementation of the various file operations is usually independent of the data being
written to or read from a file. Consequently such programs caneither be directly mod-
eled as systems comprised of PDSs communicating via locks orcan be reduced to such
systems either by applying standard abstract interpretation techniques or by exploiting
separation of control and data. Therefore, in this paper, weconsider the model checking
problem for PDSs interacting using locks.

Absence of conflicts and deadlock freedom are among the most crucial properties
that need to be checked for multi-threaded programs, particularly because checking for
these is usually a pre-cursor for verifying more complex properties. Typical conflicts in-
clude, for example, data races where two or more threads try to access a shared memory
location with at least one of the accesses being a write operation. This and most other
commonly occurring conflicts (can be formulated to) occur pairwise among threads.
With this in mind, given a concurrent program comprised of then threadsT1,...,Tn, we
consider correctness properties of the following forms:

– Liveness (Single-indexed Properties):Eh(i) andAh(i), whereh(i) is an LTL\X
formula (built usingF “eventually,” U “until,” G “always,” but withoutX “next-
time”) interpreted over the local control states of the PDS representing threadTi,
andE (for some computation starting at the initial global configuration) andA (for
all computations starting at the initial global configuration) are the usual path quan-
tifiers.

– Safety (Double-indexed Properties):
∧

i6=j EF(ai ∧ bj), whereai andbj are local
control states of PDSsTi andTj , respectively.

– Deadlock Freedom.

1 Henceforth we shall use the terms thread and PDS interchangeably.
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For single-indexed properties, we show that the model checking problem is effi-
ciently decidable. Towards that end, given a correctness propertyEh(i) over the local
states of threadTi, we show how to reduce reasoning in an exact, i.e., sound and com-
plete, fashion about a system withn threads to a system comprised of just the thread
Ti. This reduces the problem of model checking a single-indexed LTL\X formula for a
system withn threads to model checking a single thread (PDS), which by [2]is known
to be efficiently decidable.

The model checking problem for double-indexed properties is more interesting. As
for single-indexed properties, we show that we can reduce the model checking problem
for Eh(i, j) for a system withn threads to the system comprised of just the two threads
Ti andTj . However, unlike the single index case, this still does not yield decidability
of the associated model checking problem. We show that, in general, the problem of
model checking remains undecidable even for pairwise reachability, viz., properties of
the formEF(ai ∧ bj), whereai andbj are local control states of threadTi andTj, even
for programs with only two threads.

However, practical programming guidelines used by software developers often re-
quire that locks be used in a nested fashion, viz., each thread can only release the lock
that it acquired last and that has not yet been released. Consequently most real-world
concurrent programs have nested locks. In this case, we showthat we can reduce reason-
ing about pairwise reachability of a given two-threaded program to individually model
checking augmented versions of each of the threads which by [2] is efficiently decid-
able. The augmentation involves storing for each control location of a thread the history
of locks that were acquired or released in order to get to thatlocation. We show that stor-
ing this history information guarantees a sound and complete reduction. Furthermore,
it avoids construction of the state space of the system at hand thereby bypassing the
state explosion problem thus making our technique scalableto large programs. Thus
we have given an efficient technique for reasoning about threads communicating via
locks which can be combined synergistically with existing methodologies and can be
easily incorporated into existing tools.

As a case study, we have applied our technique to check race conditions in the Daisy
file system [1] and shown the existence of several bugs.

2 System Model
In this paper, we consider multi-threaded programs whereinthreads communicate using
locks. We model each thread using the trace flow graph framework (cf. [4]). Here each
procedure of a thread is modeled as a flow graph, each node of which represents a con-
trol point of the procedure. The edges of the flow graph are annotated with statements
that could either be assignments, calls to other proceduresof the same thread or the ac-
quire and release of locks when the thread needs to access shared resources. Recursion
and mutual procedure calls are allowed. So that the flow graphof a program has a finite
number of nodes, abstract interpretation techniques are often used in order to get a finite
representation of the (potentially infinitely many) control states of the original thread.
This typically introduces non-determinism which is explicitly allowed. Each thread can
then be modeled as a system of flow graphs representing its procedures.

The resulting framework of finite state flow graphs with recursion can be naturally
modeled as apushdown system (PDS). A PDS has a finite control part corresponding
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to the valuation of the local variables of the procedure it represents and a stack which
provides a means to model recursion.

Formally, a PDS is a five-tupleP = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆), whereP is a finite set of
control locations, Act is a finite set ofactions, Γ is a finitestack alphabet, and∆ ⊆
(P×Γ )×Act×(P×Γ ∗) is a finite set oftransition rules. If ((p, γ), a, (p′, w)) ∈ ∆ then

we write〈p, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈p′, w〉. A configurationof P is a pair〈p, w〉, wherep ∈ P denotes

the control location andw ∈ Γ ∗ thestack content. We callc0 the initial configuration
of P . The set of all configurations ofP is denoted byC. For each actiona, we define a
relation

a
→⊆ C × C as follows: if〈q, γ〉

a
→֒ 〈q′, w〉, then〈q, γv〉

a
→ 〈q′, wv〉 for every

v ∈ Γ ∗.
We model multi-threaded programs using PDSs communicatingusing locks. For a

concurrent program comprised of threadsT1,...,Tn, a lockl is a globally shared variable
taking on values from the set{1, ..., n,⊥}. The value ofl can be modified by a thread
using the operationsacquire(l) andrelease(l). A thread can acquire a lockl only if its
value is currently⊥, viz., none of the other threads currently has possession ofit. Once
l has been acquired by threadTi, its value is set toi and it remains so untilTi releases
it by executingrelease(l) thereby resetting its value to⊥. Locks are not pre-emptible,
viz., a thread cannot be forced to give up any lock acquired byit.

Formally, we model a concurrent program withn threads andm locks l1, ..., lm
as a tuple of the formCP = (T1, ..., Tn, L1, ..., Lm), whereT1,...,Tn are pushdown
systems (representing threads) with the same setAct of non-acquireand non-release
actions, and for eachi, Li ⊆ {⊥, 1, ..., n} is the possible set of values that lockli can
be assigned. A global configuration ofCP is a tuplec = (t1, ..., tn, l1, ..., lm) where
t1, ..., tn are, respectively, the configurations of threadsT1, ..., Tn andl1, ..., lm the val-
ues of the locks. If no thread holds the lock in configurationc, thenli =⊥, elseli is
the index of the thread currently holding the lock. The initial global configuration of
CP is (c1, ..., cn,⊥, ...,⊥

︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

), whereci is the initial configuration of threadTi. Thus all

locks arefree to start with. We extend the relation
a

−→ to pairs of global configura-
tions as follows: Letc = (c1, ..., cn, l1, ..., lm) andc′ = (c′1, ..., c

′
n, l′1, ..., l

′
m) be global

configurations. Then

– c
a

−→ c′ if there exists1 ≤ i ≤ n such thatci
a

−→ c′i, and for all1 ≤ j ≤ n such
thati 6= j, cj = c′j , and for all1 ≤ k ≤ m, lk = l′k.

– c
acquire(li)

−→ c′ if there exists1 ≤ j ≤ n such thatcj
acquire(li)

−→ c′j , andli =⊥, and
l′i = j, and for all1 ≤ k ≤ n such thatk 6= j, ck = c′k, and for all1 ≤ p ≤ m such
thatp 6= i, lp = l′p.

– c
release(li)

−→ c′ if there exists1 ≤ j ≤ n such thatcj
release(li)

−→ c′j , andli = j, and
l′i =⊥, and for all1 ≤ k ≤ n such thatk 6= j, ck = c′k, and for all1 ≤ p ≤ m such
thatp 6= i, lp = l′p.

A sequencex = x1, x2, ... of global configurations ofCP is acomputationif x1 is the
initial global configuration ofCP and for eachi, xi

a
→ xi+1, where eithera ∈ Act or

for some1 ≤ j ≤ m, a = release(lj) or a = acquire(lj). Given a threadTi and a
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reachable global configurationc = (c1, ..., cn, l1, ..., lm) of CP we useLock-Set(Ti, c)
to denote the set of indices of locks held byTi in c, viz., the set{j | lj = i}.

Nested versus Non-nested Lock Access.We say that a concurrent program accesses
locks in a nested fashion if and only if along each computation of the program a thread
can only release the last lock that it acquired along that computation and that has not
yet been released. For example in the figure below, the threadcomprised of procedures
foo nested andbar accesses locksa,b, andc in a nested fashion whereas the
thread comprised of proceduresfoo not nested andbar does not. This is because
callingbar fromfoo non nested releases lockb before locka even though locka
was the last one to be acquired.

Global Locks: a,b,c

foo nested() { bar(){ foo non nested(){
acquire(a); release(b); acquire(b);
acquire(b); release(a); acquire(a);
bar(); acquire(c); bar();
release(c); release(c);

} } }

3 Many to Few
LetCP be a concurrent program comprised ofn threadsT1, ..., Tn and letf = Efinh(i, j)
be a correctness property, whereh(i, j) is an LTL\X formula with atomic propositions
over the control states of threadsTi andTj andEfin quantifies solely over finite compu-
tation paths. We show that in order to model checkCP for f it suffices to model check
the programCP(i, j) comprised solely of the threadsTi andTj . We emphasize that this
result does not require the given concurrent program to havenested locks. Formally, we
show the following with the proof being given in the appendix.
Proposition 1 (Double-Indexed Reduction Result)Given a concurrent programCP
comprised ofn threadsT1, ..., Tn, CP |= Efinh(i, j) iff CP(i, j) |= Efinh(i, j), where
CP(i, j) is the concurrent program comprised solely of the threadsTi andTj .
Proposition 2 (Single-Indexed Reduction Result)Given a concurrent programCP
comprised ofn threadsT1, ..., Tn, CP |= Efinh(i) iff CP(i) |= Efinh(i), whereCP(i) is
the program comprised solely of the threadTi.
Similar results holds for properties of the formEinfh(i, j), whereEinf quantifies solely
over infinite computations.

4 Liveness Properties
Using proposition 2, we can reduce the model checking problem for a single-indexed
LTL\X formulaf for a system withn threads to a system comprised solely of the single
thread whose control states are being tracked byf . Thus the problem now reduces
to model checking a pushdown system for LTL\X properties which is known to be
decidable in polynomial time in size of the control part of the pushdown system [2]. We
thus have the following.
Theorem 3 The model checking problem for single-indexed LTL\X properties for a
system withn threads is decidable in polynomial time in the size of the PDSrepresenting
the thread being tracked by the property.
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5 Safety Properties
Even though proposition 2 allows us to reduce reasoning about double-indexed LTL\X
properties from a system withn threads to one with 2 threads, it still does not yield
decidability. This is because although the model checking of LTL \X is decidable for a
single pushdown system, it becomes undecidable even for simple reachability and even
for systems with only two PDSs communicating via pairwise rendezvous [10]. The
proof of undecidability rests on the fact that synchronization using pairwise rendezvous
couples the two PDSs tightly enough to allow construction ofa system that accepts the
intersection of the two given context free languages (CFLs)the non-emptiness of which
is undecidable.

We show that if we allow PDSs with non-nested lock access thenthe coupling,
though seemingly weaker than pairwise rendezvous, is stillstrong enough to build a
system accepting the intersection of the CFLs corresponding to the given PDSs thus
yielding undecidability for even pairwise reachability. This is discouraging from a prac-
tical standpoint. However we exploit the observation that in most real-world concurrent
programs locks are accessed by threads in a nested fashion. In that case, we can reduce
the model checking of LTL\X properties in a sound and complete fashion for a con-
current program comprised of two threads to individually model checking augmented
versions of the thread for LTL\X properties, which by [2] is efficiently decidable. Then
combining this with the reduction result of the previous section, we get that the model
checking problem of doubly-indexed LTL\X formulas is efficiently decidable for con-
current programs with nested locks.

5.1 Decidability of Pairwise Reachability for Nested Programs

We motivate our technique with the help of a simple concurrent programCP shown
below comprised of thread one with proceduresthread one andacq rel c, and
thread two with proceduresthread two andacq rel b.

Suppose that we are interested in deciding whetherEF(c4∧g4) holds. The key idea
is to reduce this to checkingEFc4 andEFg4 individually on (modifications of) the two
threads. Then given computationsx andy leading toc4 andg4, respectively, we merge
them to construct a computationz of CP leading to a global configuration with threads
one and two in local control statesc4 andg4, respectively. Consider, for example, the
computationsx: c1,c2,d1,d2,c3,c4 andy: g1,g2,g3,h1,h2,g4 of threads
one and two, respectively. Note that at control locationg4, thread 2 holds locksc and
d. Also, along computationy once thread two acquires lockc at control locationg1,
it does not release it and so we have to make sure that before welet it executeg1
alongz, all operations that acquire and release lockc alongx should already have been
executed. Thus in our caseg1 must be scheduled to fire only afterd2 (and hencec1,
c2 andd1) have already been executed. Similarly, operationc3 of thread one must
be executed afterh2 has already been fired alongz. Thus one possible computationz

of CP with the desired properties isz: c1, c2, d1, d2, g1, g2, g3, h1,
h2, g4, c3, c4.

thread one(){ acq rel c(){ thread two(){
c1: acquire(a) ; d1: acquire(c) ; g1: acquire(c) ;
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c2: acq rel c() ; d2: release(c) ; g2: acquire(d) ;
c3: acquire(b) ; } g3: acq rel b() ;
c4: release(b) ; acq rel b(){ g4: release(d) ;
c5: release(a) ; h1: acquire(b) ; }

} h2 release(b) ;
}

Note that if we replace the function call at control locationg3 of thread two by
acq rel a() which first acquires and then releases locka, then there is no way to
reconcile the two local computationsx andy to get a global computation leading to a
configuration with threads one and two, respectively, at control locationsc4 andg4,
even though they are reachable in their respective individual threads. This is because
in this caseh2 (and henceg1, g2, g3 andh1) should be executed beforec1 (and
hencec2, d1, d2, c3 andc4). Again, as before,g1 can be fired only afterd2
(and hencec1, c2 andd1). From the above observations we get thatg1 must be
fired afterh2 alongz. But that violates the local ordering of the transitions fired along
y whereing1 was fired beforeh2. This proves the claim made above.

In general when testing for reachability of control statesc andc′ of two different
threads it suffices to test whether there exist pathsx andy in the individual threads lead-
ing to statesc andc′ holding lock setsL andL′ which can be acquired in a compatible
fashion. Compatibility ensures that we do not get a scenarioas above where there exist
locksa ∈ L anda′ ∈ L′ such that a transition acquiringa′ was fired after acquiring
a for the last time alongx and a transition acquiringa was fired after acquiringa′ for
the last time alongy, else we can’t reconcilex andy. The above discussion is formal-
ized below in theorem 5 the proof of which is given in the appendix. Before proceeding
further, we need the following definition.
Definition 4 (Acquisition History) Let x be a global computation of a concurrent
programCP leading to global configurationc. Then for threadTi and locklj of CP
such thatj ∈ Lock-Set(Ti, c), we defineAH(Ti, lj , x) to be the set of indices of locks
that were acquired (and possibly released) byTi after the last acquisition oflj by Ti

alongx.
Theorem 5 (Decomposition Result)LetCP be a concurrent program comprised of the
two threadsT1 andT2 with nested locks. Then for control statesa1 andb2 of T1 and
T2, respectively,CP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2) iff there are computationsx andy of the individual
threadsT1 andT2, respectively, leading to configurationss with T1 in control statea1

andt with T2 in control stateb2 such that

– Lock-Set(T1, s) ∩ Lock-Set(T2, t) = ∅.
– there do not exist locksl ∈ Lock-Set(T1, s) and l′ ∈ Lock-Set(T2, t) with l′ ∈

AH(T1, l, x) andl ∈ AH(T2, l
′, y).

To make use of the above result we augment the given threads tokeep track of the
acquisition histories. Given a threadP = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆) of concurrent program
CP having the set of locksL of cardinalitym, we construct the augmented thread
PA = (PA, Act, Γ, d0, ∆A), wherePA = P × 2L × (2L)m and∆A ⊆ (PA × Γ ) ×
(PA×Γ ∗). The augmented PDA is used to track the set of locks and acquisition history
of threadT along local computations ofT . Let x be a computation ofCP leading to
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global configurations. Each control location of the augmented PDA is of the form
(a, Locks, AH1, ..., AHm), wherea denotes the current control state ofT in s, Locks

the set of locks currently held byT and for1 ≤ j ≤ m, if lj ∈ Locks, thenAHj is the
setAH(T, lj, x) else it is the empty set. The initial configurationd0 is the(m+2)-tuple
(c0, ∅, ∅, ..., ∅). The transition relation∆A is defined as follows:

〈q, Locks, AH1, ..., AHm, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈q′, Locks′, AH ′

1, ..., AH ′
m, w〉 ∈ ∆A iff

– a is not a lock operation,〈q, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈q′, w〉 ∈ ∆, Locks = Locks′ and for1 ≤ j ≤

m, AHj = AH ′
j .

– a is the actionacquire(lk), Locks′ = Locks∪{k}, q
acquire(lk)

−→ q′, γ = w and for
1 ≤ p ≤ m, if p ∈ Locks thenAH ′

p = AHp ∪ {k} andAH ′
p = AHp otherwise.

– a is the actionrelease(lk), Lock′ = Locks\{k}, q
release(lk)

−→ q′, γ = w, AH ′
k = ∅

and for1 ≤ p ≤ m such thatp 6= k, AH ′
p = AHp.

Proposition 6 Given a concurrent programCP comprised of threadsT and T ′, the
model checking problem for pairwise reachability, viz., formulas of the formEF(a1∧b2)
is decidable.

Implementation Issues.Given a concurrent program, to implement our technique
we introduce for each lockl two extra global variables defined as follows:

1.possession l: to track whetherl is currently in the possession of a thread
2.history l: to track the acquisition history ofl.

To begin with,possession l is initialized tofalseandhistory l to the emptyset.
Then each statement of the formacquire(lk) in the original code is replaced by the
following statements:

acquire(lk) ;
possession lk := true ;
for each lock l

if (possession l = true)
history l := history l ∪ {lk} ;

Similarly, each statement of the formrelease(lk) is replaced with the following
sequence of statements:

release(lk) ;
possession lk := false ;

history lk := emptyset ;

Optimizations. The above naive implementation keeps the acquisition history for each
lock of the concurrent program and tests for all possible disjoint pairsL andL′ of lock
sets and all possible compatible acquisition histories at two given error control locations
ai andbj , say. In the worst case this is exponential in the number of locks. However
by exploiting program analysis techniques one can severelycut down on the number of
such lock sets and acquisition histories that need to be tested for each control location
of the given program as discussed below.
Combining Lock Analysis with Program Analysis: Using static analysis on the con-
trol flow graph of a given thread we can get a conservative estimate of the set of locks
that could possibly have been acquired by a thread with its program counter at a given
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control locationc. This gives us a supersetLc of the set of locks that could possibly
have been acquired at control locationc and also the possible acquisition histories. Thus
in performing the reachability analysis,EF(ai ∧ bj), we only need to consider setsL

andL′ of locks such thatL ∩ L′ = ∅, L ⊆ Lai
andL′ ⊆ Lbj

. This can exponentially
cut down on the lock sets and acquisition histories that needbe explored as, in practice,
the nesting depth of locks is usually one and so the cardinality of Lc will usually be
one.
Combining Lock Analysis with Program Slicing By theorem 5, for a control location
c of threadT we only need to track histories of only those locks that are inpossession
of T at c instead of every lock as was done in the naive implementation. Furthermore
for a lock l in possession ofT at c we can ignore all lock operations performed by
T beforel was acquired for the last time byT before reachingc as these don’t affect
the acquisition history ofl. Such statements can thus be deleted using program slicing
techniques.

6 Deadlockability
In our framework, since synchronization among threads is carried out using locks, the
only way a deadlock can occur is if there is a reachable globalstates with a dependency
cycle of the formTi1 → Ti2 → ... → Tip

→ Ti1 , whereTik−1
→ Tik

if the program
counter ofTik−1

is currently at an acquire operation for a lock that is currently held
by Tik

. Thus to decide whether any thread in the given programCP is deadlockable,
for each threadTi of CP we first construct the set of reachable configurations of the
corresponding augmented thread(Ti)A (defined above) in which the control location
corresponds to an acquire operation. Denote the set of such configurations byAcqi.
We then construct a directed graphDCP whose nodes are elements of the set

⋃

i Acqi

and there is a directed edge from configurationa = (a, L, AH1, ..., AHm) to a
′ =

(a′, L′, AH ′
1, ..., AH ′

m) iff there existi 6= i′ such that (i)a ∈ Acqi, a
′ ∈ Acqi′ , and

(ii) a anda′ both correspond to acquire operations, say,acquire(l) andacquire(l′),
respectively, and (iii) threadTi′ currently holds lockl required by threadTi, viz., l ∈ L′.
Then the given current program is deadlockable iff there exists a cyclec1 → ... →
cp → c1 in DCP such that every pair of configurationscj = (cj , Lj, AHj1, ..., AHjm)
andcj′ = (cj′ , Lj′ , AHj′1, ..., AHj′m) is consistent, viz.,Lj∩Lj′ = ∅ and there do not
exists lockslr ∈ Lj andlr′ ∈ Lj′ such thatlr′ ∈ AHjr andlr ∈ AHj′r′ . By theorem 5,
consistency ensures that the global state encompassing thecycle is a reachable state of
CP. Note that again we have bypassed the state explosion problem by not constructing
the state space of the system at hand. Furthermore using the optimizations discussed in
the previous section, we can severely cut down on the possible lock sets and acquisition
histories that we need to track for each acquire location in each thread. This ensures
that the size ofDCP remains tractable.

7 Undecidability for Programs with Non-nested Locks
In this section, we show that for concurrent programs comprised of two threadsT1 and
T2 communicating via locks (not necessarily nested), the model checking problem for
pairwise reachability, viz., properties of the formEF(a1 ∧ b2), wherea1 andb2 are
control states ofT1 andT2, respectively, is undecidable.
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Given a concurrent programCP comprised of two threadsT1 andT2 communicat-
ing via pairwise rendezvous, we construct a new concurrent programCP ′ comprised
of threadsT1 andT2 by (weakly) simulating pairwise rendezvous using non-nested
locks such that the set of control states ofT1 andT2 are supersets of the sets of control
states ofT1 andT2, respectively, and for control statesa1 andb2 of T1 andT2, respec-
tively, CP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2) iff CP ′ |= EF(a1 ∧ b2). This reduces the decision problem
for pairwise reachability for threads communicating via pairwise rendezvous to threads
communicating via locks. But since pairwise reachability for threads communicating
via pairwise rendezvous is undecidable, our result follows.

Simulating Pairwise Rendezvous using LocksWe now present the key idea behind the
simulation leaving the details for the appendix. We show howto simulate a given pair

a
m!
−→ b andc

m?
−→ d of send and receive pairwise rendezvous transitions, respectively.

Recall that for this rendezvous to be executed, both the sendand receive transitions
must be simultaneously enabled, else neither transition can fire. Corresponding to the
labelsm! andm?, we first introduce the new lockslm!, lm? andlm.

Consider now the send transitiontr : a
m!
−→ b of threadT1, say. Our construction

(see details in appendix) ensures that beforeT1 starts mimickingtr in local statea it
already has possession of locklm?. ThenT1 simulatesT1 via the following sequence

of transitions:a
acquire(lm)

−→ a1
release(lm?)

−→ a2
acquire(lm!)

−→ a3
release(lm)

−→ b
acquire(lm?)

−→

b1
release(lm!)

−→ b2. Similarly we assume thatT2 has possession oflm! before it starts

mimicking tr′ : c
m?
−→ d. ThenT2 simulatestr′ by firing the following sequence of

transitions:c
acquire(lm?)

−→ c1
release(lm!)

−→ c2
acquire(lm)

−→ c3
release(lm?)

−→ d
acquire(lm!)

−→

d1
release(lm)

−→ d2.

The reason for letting threadT1 acquirelm? at the outset is to prevent threadT2

from firing transitionc
m?
−→ d without synchronizing withtr : a

m!
−→ d. To initiate

execution of the pairwise rendezvous involvingtr, threadT1 releases locklm? and only
when locklm? is released canT2 pick it up in order to execute the matching receive
transition labeled withm?. But beforeT1 releaseslm? it acquireslm. Note that this
trick involving chainingwherein before releasing a lock a thread is forced to pick up
another lock gives us the ability to introduce a relative ordering on the firing of local
transitions ofT1 andT2 which in turn allows us to simulate (in a weak sense) the firing
of the pairwise rendezvous comprised oftr andtr′. It can be seen that due to chaining,
the local transitions in the two sequences defined above can only be interleaved in the

following order:a
acquire(lm)

−→ a1, a1
release(lm?)

−→ a2,
acquire(lm?)

−→ c1, c1
release(lm!)

−→ c2,

a2
acquire(lm!)

−→ a3 a3
release(lm)

−→ b, c2
acquire(lm)

−→ c3, c3
release(lm?)

−→ d, b
acquire(lm?)

−→ b1,

b1
release(lm!)

−→ b2, d
acquire(lm!)

−→ d1, d1
release(lm)

−→ d2.

It is important to note that the use of overlapping locks is essential in implement-
ing chaining thereby forcing a pre-determined order of firing of the local transitions
which cannot be accomplished using nested locks alone. Although the above construc-
tion captures the key idea behind the simulation, there are other technical intricacies
that require augmentation of the above construction and arediscussed in the appendix.
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Since the model checking problem for pairwise reachabilityis known to be undecid-
able for threads communicating using pairwise rendezvous [10] and since we can, by
the above result, simulate pairwise rendezvous using locksin a way so as to preserve
pairwise reachability, we have the following undecidability result.
Theorem 8The model checking problem for pairwise reachability is undecidable for
concurrent programs comprised of two threads communicating using locks.

8 The Daisy Case Study
We have used our technique to find bugs in the Daisy file system which is a benchmark
for analyzing the efficacy of different methodologies for verifying concurrent programs
[1]. Daisy is a 1KLOC Java implementation of a toy file system where each file is
allocated a unique inode that stores the file parameters and aunique block which stores
data. An interesting feature of Daisy is that it has fine grained locking in that access
to each file, inode or block is guarded by a dedicated lock. Moreover, the acquire and
release of each of these locks is guarded by a ‘token’ lock. Thus control locations in
the program might possibly have multiple open locks and furthermore the acquire and
release of a given lock can occur in different procedures.

We are currently incorporating our lock analysis techniqueinto F-Soft [8] which
is a framework for model checking sequential software. So far we have implemented
the decision procedure for pairwise reachability and used it to detect race conditions in
the Daisy file system. Towards that end we check that for alln, anyn-threaded Daisy
program does not have a given race condition. Since a race condition can be expressed
as pairwise reachability, using proposition 1, we see that it suffices to check a 2-thread
instance which is done using our procedure involving acquisition histories. We have
shown the existence of the following race conditions also noted by other researchers
(cf. [1]) :

1. Daisy maintains an allocation area where for each block inthe file system a bit
is assigned 0 or 1 accordingly as the block has been allocatedto a file or not. But each
disk operation reads/writes an entire byte. Two threads accessing two different files
might access two different blocks. However since bytes are not guarded by locks in
order to set their allocation bits these two different threads may access the same byte in
the allocation block containing the allocation bit for eachof these locks thus setting up
a race condition. For the data race described above, the statistics are as follows. The
pre-processing phase which includes slicing, range analysis, using static analysis to find
the possible set of open locks at the control state corresponding to the error label and
then incorporating the acquisition history statements in the CFGs corresponding to the
threads for only these locks took 77 secs2 for both the threads. The two model checking
runs took 5.3 and 21.67 secs and the error labels corresponding to the race condition
were reached at depths 75 and 333, respectively in the two threads using SAT-based
BMC in F-Soft.

2. In Daisy reading/writing a particular byte on the disk is broken down into two
operations: a seek operation that mimics the positioning ofthe head and a read/write
operation that transfers the actual data. Due to this separation between seeking and data
transfer a race condition may occur. For example, read two disk locations, sayn andm,

2 Machine Info: Intel Pentium4 3.20GHz CPU, 2MB RAM.
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we must make sure thatseek(n) is followed byread(n) withoutseek(m) or read(m)
scheduled in between. Here the pre-processing phase took about the same time as above.
The model checking runs on the two threads took 15 and 35 secs.

We are currently in the process of implementing the other optimizations discussed
in the paper, as well as the procedure for deadlock detectionwhich will enable us to test
our technique on yet larger real-world examples.

9 Conclusion and Related Work
In this paper, we have considered the static analysis of concurrent multi-threaded pro-
grams wherein the threads communicate via locks. We have shown that for single index
LTL\X properties the problem is efficiently decidable. On the other hand, for double
index LTL\X properties, the problem can be shown to be undecidable evenfor reach-
ability and for systems with only two threads. However, for the practically important
case where the locks are nested we get efficient decidabilityfor pairwise reachability.
We have implemented our technique in a prototype software verification platform and
our preliminary results on the Daisy benchmark are encouraging.

There has been interesting prior work on extending data flow analysis to handle con-
current programs. In [3], the authors attempt to generalizethe decision procedures given
in [2] to handle pushdown systems communicating via CCS-style pairwise rendezvous.
However since even reachability is undecidable for such a framework the procedures
are not guaranteed to terminate in general but only for certain special cases, some of
which the authors identify. However their practical utility is not clear.

A commonly used approach to cut down on the number of interleavings when rea-
soning about concurrent systems is to exploit syntactic independence among the local
operations of different components of the system. In [9] this idea is exploited using
the concept of transactions, wherein executing a transaction is equivalent to atomically
executing a sequence of operations of each thread that do notinvolve communication
with other threads and thus their execution does not interfere in the operation of other
threads. The advantage of this technique is that it works well provided one can stati-
cally decide whether two given operations from two different threads are independent,
a problem which is, in general, hard. The disadvantage is that although this technique
can potentially cut down on the number of interleavings to beexplored, it still does
not completely address the core issue of state explosion. The use of partial order tech-
niques [6, 5, 13, 14] also exploits syntactic independence of transitions to cut down on
the number of interleavings to be explored and although extremely useful, suffers from
the same drawback as above.

Another technique that has been adapted from concurrent protocol verification is the
use of compositional reasoning wherein one tries to reduce reasoning about the correct-
ness of a system comprised of many concurrently executing components to reasoning
about each individual components. In [7] an assume-guarantee style reasoning is used
to abstract out the environment of each thread in a purely automatic fashion for system
where the threads are loosely coupled. A drawback is that thetechnique is not complete
for reachability and thus is not guaranteed to find all errors. Furthermore, error trace
recovery is hard because abstracting the environment causes a lot of information to be
lost and thus it may not be possible to construct a concrete error trace purely from the
environment assumptions.

12



We, on the other hand, have identified a practically important case of threads com-
municating using locks and shown how to reason efficiently about a rich class of proper-
ties. We combat state explosion by reducing reasoning aboutindexed LTL\X properties
and deadlockability to reasoning about individual threads. Our methods are exact, i.e.,
both sound and complete, and cater to automatic error trace recovery. A key advantage
of our method is that by avoiding construction of the state space of the system at hand
we bypass the state explosion problem, thus guaranteeing scalability of our approach.
A potential drawback of our method is that it works only for threads that communicate
using locks. However we believe that a very large fraction ofconcurrent software is
loosely coupled and even where richer communication mechanisms are used, the inter-
action between the threads is not very subtle and can often, by using standard abstract
interpretation techniques, be modeled as threads communicating solely using locks. Our
technique can therefore be looked upon as a first line of attack in combating state explo-
sion in the context of multi-threaded software providing anexact and efficient procedure
for verifying an important class of multi-threaded software. Finally, our technique can
easily be incorporated into existing tool flows.
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10 Appendix

Proposition 1 (Double-Indexed Reduction Result)Given a concurrent programCP
comprised of then threadsT1, ..., Tn, CP |= Efinh(i, j) iff CP(i, j) |= Efinh(i, j),
whereCP(i, j) is the concurrent program comprised solely of the threadsTi andTj.

Proof Idea We show a stuttering path correspondence between the finite computation
paths ofCP andCP(i, j). Given a finite computationx of CP, we construct a finite
computation pathy of CP(i, j) such thatx[i, j], viz., x projected on to the local com-
putation paths ofTi andTj , is stuttering equivalent toy[i, j], and vice versa.

(⇒) Given a finite computationx of CP, we construct a finite stuttering computation
y of C(i, j) by letting threadsTi andTj execute the same local transitions as were
executed alongx. We need to show that all transitions fired alongy are enabled. Towards
that end we note that since inCP(i, j) there are no threads other thanTi andTj , there
is lesser competition for acquisition of locks than inCP . Thus all transitions that were
enabled alongx are also enabled alongy.

(⇐) The construction is similar to the first part. Given a finite computationy of
CP(i, j) we can construct a finite computationx of CP by letting threadsTi andTj

execute the same transitions as were executed alongy and by letting the rest of the
threads stutter in their initial states. Since threads other thanTi andTj do not execute
any transitions to acquire locks, they do not offer any competition to eitherTi or Tj.
Thus all transitions ofTi andTj that were enabled alongy are also enabled alongx. ⊓⊔

Theorem 5 (Decomposition Result)LetCP be a concurrent program comprised of the
two threadsT1 andT2 with nested locks. Then for control statesa1 andb2 of T1 and
T2, respectively,CP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2) iff there are computationsx andy of the individual
threadsT1 andT2, respectively, leading to configurationss with T1 in control statea1

andt with T2 in control stateb2 such that

– Lock-Set(T1, s) ∩ Lock-Set(T2, t) = ∅.
– there do not exist locksl ∈ Lock-Set(T1, s) and l′ ∈ Lock-Set(T2, t) with l′ ∈

AH(T1, l, x) andl ∈ AH(T2, l
′, y).

Proof
(⇒) SinceCP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2), there exists a finite pathz of CP leading to a global

configurationu with T1 andT2 in local control statesa1 andb2, respectively. Letx and
y be the finite sequences that we get fromz by projecting on to the local computations
of T1 andT2, respectively. Projection of a global configuration(〈a, v〉, 〈b, w〉, l1, ..., lm)
of CP on to threadT1, say, results in the configuration(〈a, v〉, l′1, ..., l

′
m), wherein we

drop the local configuration of the other thread (in this caseT2) and free all the locks
currently held byT2. Thus for1 ≤ i ≤ m, l′i =⊥ if li = 2 and l′i = li, otherwise.
Simple projection as described above might result in stuttering sequence. This happens
when we projectzi andzi+1 on toT1 whereas the transitionzi → zi+1 was fired locally
by T2 and so it caused no change in the local configuration ofT1. Thus the projections
of both zi andzi+1 on toT1 are exactly the same. It is easy to see that by removing
these stuttering we get valid computationsx andy of T1 andT2, respectively. Lets
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andt be the last configurations occurring alongx andy, respectively. Then since both
threadsT1 andT2 cannot simultaneously hold the same lock, we haveLock-Set(T1, s)
∩ Lock-set(T2, t) = ∅ thereby proving the first part of the result.

To prove the second part we argue by contradiction. If possible, suppose that there
exist locksl ∈ Lock-Set(s, x) andl′ ∈ Lock-Set(t, y) such thatl ∈ AH(T2, l

′, y) and

l′ ∈ AH(T1, l, x). Let tr : yi
acquire(l′)

−→ yi+1 be the last transition to acquirel′ that
was fired alongy. Sincel′ ∈ L′, we have thattr is also the last local transition to
acquirel′ that was fired alongz. Furthermore, sincel ∈ AH(T2, l

′, y) there exists a

transition of the formtr′ : yj
acquire(l)
−→ yj+1 wherej > i, that was fired alongy.

Since the relative order of firing of local transitions alongy is the same as alongz,
from the above observation we have that the last transition to acquirel alongz was
fired aftertr, viz., the last transition to acquirel′ alongz. Similarly, using the fact that
l′ ∈ AH(T1, l, x), we can deduce that the last transition to acquirel′ alongz is fired
after the last transition to acquirel which contradicts the previous observation. This
completes the proof of the second part of the result.

(⇐) Let x be a computation ofT1 leading to configurations of the form(〈a, v〉,
l1, ..., lm) and y a computation ofT2 leading to a configuration of the form(〈 b2,

w〉, l′1, ..., l
′
m). Let m be the maximum value of the lengths ofx andy. We show by

induction onm that there exists a computationz of CP leading to a configuration
u = (〈a1, v〉, 〈b2, w〉, l′′1 , ..., l′′m) where for eachk, l′′k equalsi, j or ⊥ accordingly as
lk = i, l′k = j or lk =⊥ andl′k =⊥, respectively.

The base case wherex andy are just comprised of the initial configurations ofT1

andT2 is trivial as the computation comprising of the initial configurationz = (i1, i2,⊥
, ...,⊥) of CP, wherei1 andi2 are respectively the initial configurations of threadsT1

andT2, suffices. Letm > 1 and assume that the result is true for all pairs of paths with
each path having length less thanm. Let x = x1, ..., xn andy = y1, ..., yn′ , wherem

is the maximum ofn andn′, and letL =Lock-Set(T1, xn) andL′ =Lock-Set(T2, yn′).
We first consider the scenario whereL = ∅. In this case we can construct the

desired computationz by first scheduling all the transitions fired alongx resulting in
global configurationu′, say, ofCP. SinceL = ∅, u′ = (〈a1, v〉, i2,⊥, ...,⊥), where
i2 is the initial configuration ofT2. Notice that inu′ all the locks are free, viz., not in
the possession of any thread. Hence starting atu′, we can schedule all the transitions
fired alongy. All these transitions are enabled asT1 now offers no competition toT2

by trying to acquire locks. This yields the desired computation z ending in the global
configurationu = (〈a1, v〉, 〈b2, w〉, l′′1 , ..., l′′m) thus completing the induction step for
this case. The case whereL′ = ∅ is handled similarly.

Now assume thatL andL′ are both non-empty. Letxp = x1, ..., xg be the longest
prefix of x with the property thatLock-Set(T1, xg) = ∅. Let yp = y1, ..., yh be analo-
gously defined. Then by the induction hypothesis, there exists a finite computation path
z′ of CP leading to configurationu′ with T1 andT2 in the same local configurations
as inxg andyh, respectively, and with all the locks free. Let transitionxi → xi+1 of
T1 be denoted bytri and transitionyi → yi+1 be denoted bytr′i. Let l1, ..., l|L| be
an enumeration of the locks inLock-Set(T1, s) and l′1, ..., l

′
|L′| an enumeration of the

locks in Lock-Set(T2, t). Assume thatl1, ..., l|L| were acquired for the last time along
xg, ..., xn by transitionstrin1

, ..., trin|L|
, respectively, listed in increasing order of in-
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dices. Similarly assume thatl′1, ..., l
′
|L′| were acquired for the last time alongyh, ..., yn′

by in′
1, ..., in

′
|L′|, respectively.

To get the required computationz, beginning atu′, we need to merge the firing
of the two sequencestrg , ..., trn−1 and tr′h, ..., tr′n′−1 while preserving the relative
ordering of the transitions belonging to the same sequence.Note that once transition
trinj

acquiring locklj ∈ L is fired byT1 then, by definition oftrinj
, threadT1 does

not releaselj thereafter. Thus before we firetrinj
along z we must ensure that all

the transitions fired alongyh, ..., yn′ that acquire or release locklj have already been
executed. Lettr′

max(lj)
be the last transition fired alongy that releaseslj . Then all

transitionstr′h, ..., tr′
max(lj)

must be fired beforetrinj
is fired alongz. In this fashion,

we get afire-beforerelation among the transitionstrg, ..., trn−1, tr
′
h, .., tr′n′−1. This

relation can be captured as a directed graph with the transitions listed above as nodes
and an edge from transitiontrans to trans′ if trans must be fired beforetrans′ along
z. It is easy to see that there is a scheduling of transitions starting atu′ that merges
trg, ..., trn−1 andtr′h, ..., tr′n′−1 in a consistent fashion iff this graph is acyclic which is
guaranteed by condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Finally, to constructz we first
get a total ordering of the transitiontrg, ..., trn−1, tr

′
h, ..., tr′n′−1 and schedule the firing

of these transitions in this order beginning atu′. This yields the desired computation and
completes the induction step. ⊓⊔

Proposition 6 Given a concurrent programCP comprised of threadsT and T ′, the
model checking problem for pairwise reachability, viz., formulas of the formEF(a1∧b2)
is decidable.

Proof From the previous result, it suffices to check whether there exist L, L′, AH1,

..., AHm, AH ′
1, ..., AH ′

m ⊆ {1, ..., m} such that (i)L ∩ L′ = ∅, and (ii) TA |=
EF (a1, L, AH1, ..., AHm) andT ′

A |= EF (b2, L′, AH ′
1, ..., AH ′

m) and (iii) there
do not existli ∈ L and lj ∈ L′ such thatj ∈ AHi and i ∈ AH ′

j . Note that we
have reduced the problem of pairwise reachability to instances of reachability for the
individual pushdown automataTA andT ′

A - one for each valuation of the setsL, L′,

AH1, ..., AHm, AH ′
1, ..., AH ′

m. Since the model checking problem for pushdown
systems is known to be decidable and there are only finitely many choices forL, L′,

AH1, ..., AHm, AH ′
1, ..., AH ′

m the decidability of pairwise reachability follows. ⊓⊔

11 Undecidability for Non-nested Locks

In this section, we show that for concurrent programs comprised of two threadsT1 and
T2 communicating via locks (not necessarily nested), the model checking problem for
pairwise reachability, viz., properties of the formEF(a1 ∧ b2), wherea1 andb2 are
control states ofT1 andT2, respectively, is undecidable.

Given a concurrent programCP comprised of two threadsT1 andT2 communicat-
ing via pairwise rendezvous, we construct a new concurrent programCP ′ comprised
of threadsT1 andT2 such that the set of control states ofT1 andT2 are supersets of
the sets of control states ofT1 andT2, respectively, and for control statesa1 andb2 of
T1 andT2, respectively,CP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2) iff CP ′ |= EF(a1 ∧ b2). This reduces the
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decision problem for pairwise reachability for threads communicating via pairwise ren-
dezvous to threads communicating via locks. But since pairwise reachability for threads
communicating via pairwise rendezvous is undecidable, ourresult follows.

Simulating Pairwise Rendezvous using LocksWe now present the key idea behind the
simulation leaving the details for the appendix. We show howto simulate a given pair

a
m!
−→ b andc

m?
−→ d of send and receive pairwise rendezvous transitions, respectively.

Recall that for this rendezvous to be executed, both the sendand receive transitions
must be simultaneously enabled, else neither transition can fire. We assume, without
loss of generality, that each pair of send and receive transitions in the two threads is
labeled uniquely and that each send(receive) transition inone thread has a matching
receive(send) transition in the other. Then correspondingto the labelsm! andm?, we
introduce the lockslm!, lm? andlm. Giveni ∈ {1, 2}, let i′ ∈ {1, 2} be such thati 6= i′.
Let ii be the initial control state ofTi. Then inTi we introduce a new initial statei′i.
Starting fromi′i, we first let threadTi acquire all locks of the formllab, whereTi′ has
a rendezvous send or receive transition labeled withlab. Once the locks corresponding
to all these labels have been acquired,Ti reaches the stateii, i.e., the initial state of
threadTi. Thus beforeTi starts simulatingTi it must acquire all locks corresponding to
send/receive rendezvous transitions inTi′ in some pre-determined order. Thus the state
transition digram ofTj has a unique path of lock-acquisition transitions from statesi′j

to ij . The states and transitions occurring along this path are called preliminary and the
remaining non-preliminary.

Consider now the send transitiontr : a
m!
−→ b of threadT1, say. By the above

construction, we have that beforeT1 starts mimickingtr in local statea it already
has possession of locklm?. ThenT1 simulatesT1 via the following sequence of tran-

sitions: a
acquire(lm)

−→ a1
release(lm?)

−→ a2
acquire(lm!)

−→ a3
release(lm)

−→ b
acquire(lm?)

−→

b1
release(lm!)

−→ b2. Similarly we assume thatT2 has possession oflm! before it starts

mimicking tr′ : c
m?
−→ d. ThenT2 simulatestr′ by firing the following sequence of

transitions:c
acquire(lm?)

−→ c1
release(lm!)

−→ c2
acquire(lm)

−→ c3
release(lm?)

−→ d
acquire(lm!)

−→

d1
release(lm)

−→ d2.

The reason for letting threadT1 acquirelm? at the outset is to prevent threadT2

from firing transitionc
m?
−→ d without synchronizing withtr : a

m!
−→ d. To initiate

execution of the pairwise rendezvous involvingtr, threadT1 releases locklm? and
only when locklm? is released canT2 pick it up in order to execute the matching
receive transition labeled withm?. But beforeT1 releaseslm? it acquireslm. Note
that this trick involvingchainingwherein before releasing a lock a thread is forced to
pick up another lock gives us the ability to introduce a relative ordering on the firing
of local transitions ofT1 andT2 which in turn allows us to simulate (in a weak sense)
the firing of the pairwise rendezvous comprised oftr andtr′. It can be seen that due to
chaining, the local transitions in the two sequences definedabove can only be fired in the

following order:a
acquire(lm)

−→ a1, a1
release(lm?)

−→ a2,
acquire(lm?)

−→ c1, c1
release(lm!)

−→ c2,
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a2
acquire(lm!)

−→ a3 a3
release(lm)

−→ b, c2
acquire(lm)

−→ c3, c3
release(lm?)

−→ d, b
acquire(lm?)

−→ b1,

b1
release(lm!)

−→ b2, d
acquire(lm!)

−→ d1, d1
release(lm)

−→ d2.
It is important to note that the use of overlapping locks is essential in implementing

chaining thereby forcing a pre-determined order of firing ofthe local transitions which
cannot be accomplished using nested locks alone. Although the above construction cap-
tures the key idea behind the simulation, there are other technical intricacies that require
augmentation of the above construction and are discussed inthe appendix.

Our construction is complete except for the minor caveat that it works only if we
can ensure programCP ′ reaches a configuration wherein threadsT1 andT2 are both
in non-preliminary control states having executed all the preliminary transitions and
acquired the initial locks else the simulation will not be faithful. This is because we
can let threadT1 execute any sequence of transitions (even the mimicked rendezvous
transitions) without being blocked by lettingT2 remain in its initial statei′2 and thereby
not acquire any locks at all thus providing no competition for locks to threadT1. Thus
CP ′ exhibits more behaviors thanCP. So whileCP |= EF(a1 ∧ b2) impliesCP ′ |=
EF(a1 ∧ b2), the other direction need not be true.

To fix the above problem, we now introduce two new lockl1 andl2 and then modify
the state transition graphs ofT1 andT2 as follows: We first letT1 acquirel1 in state
i′1 before it starts executing all the preliminary lock acquisition transitions as described
above. After all these locks have been acquired we let it releasel1 and then acquire
l2 to end up in statei1. Furthermore, we introduce a new control state designated as
terminal1 from which there is no out-going transition and from each local statec of

T1 reachable fromi1 we introduce a transition of the formc
release(l2)

−→ terminal1. The
state transition diagram ofT2 is modified analogously. The modifications are shown in
figure 1.

Note that onceT2 acquires lockl1, to relinquish it,T2 must fire a transition lead-
ing to the stateterminal1. This forcesT1 to fire all the preliminary lock-acquisition
transitions beforeT2 can fire the transition to acquirel1 for otherwiseT1 can enter a
non-preliminary state only whenT2 enters the terminal state and releases lockl1. Thus
to ensureCP ′ |= EF(a1 ∧ b2), wherea1 andb2 are control states ofT1 andT2, re-
spectively, and thus non-terminal and non-initial states of T1 andT2, we must ensure
thatT1 must fire all the preliminary lock-acquisition transitionsbeforeT2 can fire the
transition to acquirel1. This fixes the problem described before and gives us the follow-
ing result. Since the model checking problem for pairwise reachability is known to be
undecidable for thread communicating using pairwise rendezvous and since we can, by
the above result, simulate pairwise rendezvous using locksin a way so as to preserve
pairwise reachability, we have the following undecidability result.

Theorem 8The model checking problem for pairwise reachability is undecidable for
concurrent programs comprised of two threads communicating using locks.
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Fig. 1.The Transition diagram for augmented threads
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